Selection of potential cytokeratin-18 monoclonal antibodies following IGH repertoire evaluation in mice.
Cytokeratin 18 (CK18), the main scaffold protein of keratinocyte, is distributed in epithelial cells. This structural protein maintains the integrity and continuity of epithelial tissue. Cytokeratin is also frequently used as an immunohistochemical marker of tumor growth. In recent years, immune repertoire (IR) evaluation using next-generation sequencing (NGS) have become increasingly efficient. Here we deep sequenced the mouse IR of the immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGH) after CK18 immunization. We comprehensively analyzed the IR based on complementarity determining region 3 (CDR3) abundance, germline gene usage polarization, clone diversity, and lineage. We found many convergence characteristics after CK18 immunization. Convergence represents a phenomenon that antigen stimulation or pathogen exposure induces the antigen specific clone expansion and enrichment. The convergence could be used for the immune evaluation and antibody screen. After immunization, the IGHV5 gene clusters became preponderant. The abundance and length of the most frequent CDR3 both increased, nevertheless the IR diversity level decreased. From the convergent IGH repertoires, we selected and expressed six antibodies with the most frequent CDR3s and IGH V-J combinations. The ELISA results suggested all screened six antibodies bound CK18 specifically. The most potential antibody had 9.424E-10M M affinity for the interaction with the CK18. Therefore, this is the NGS platform has been first used for anti-CK18 monoclonal antibodies (MAbs) discovery. These analyses methods could also be used for vaccine evaluation.